
Hook - Intruder Rig

Tag – GloBrite #4

Rear Body – Spectra Flash Yellow

Hackle – GP Gold Rump

                Large Yellow Cock

Veilings – Orange Amherst

Rib – Gold Wire

Body – Holo Gold

Dubbing Ball – Spectra Flash Orange

Hackle – GP Rump dyed Orange, Hot Orange Cock, Black Schlappen

Veilings – Yellow and Natural Amherst fibres
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INTRUDER

See this Davie McPhail video for making the rig.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvHM7aR3Sac

Secure the Rig in the vice by the rear eye. Tie in the thread and wind it

down to the rear eye. Tie in a length of GloBrite #4 floss and take the

thread forward 3mm. Wind the floss up to here forming the tag, tie in
and trim off. Dub the thread with the flash and wind it back and forth to

create a small ball. Tie in a GP Rump feather by the tip, double it and

wind until you run out of feather, tie in and trim off. Tie in a Large Yellow

cock hackle by the base, double it and wind until it is dense enough for

your taste, tie in and trim off. Take 8 strands of Orange dyed Amherst

Pheasant tail and tie them in spread around the shank.

Take the thread to the head tying in the waste and trim off.

Return the thread to the tail tying in a length of Med Gold Wire on the

way down. Tie in a length of Holo Gold and take the thread to the head,

leave about 8mm clear. Wind up the Holo to form the body and then rib

with the wire. Tie in tight and trim off.

Dub the thread with flash and wind to form a small dubbing ball.

Tie in a GP Rump feather dyed Orange by the tip, double it and wind

until you run out of feather, tie in and trim off. Tie in a Large Orange

cock hackle by the base, double it and wind until it is dense enough for

your taste, tie in and trim off. Tie in a Large Black Schlappen hackle by

the tip, double it and wind until it is dense enough for your taste, tie in

and trim off. Take 4 strands of Yellow dyed Amherst tail and 4 strands of

Natural and tie them in spread around the shank. Trim off the waste and

whip finish. Varnish the head as normal.




